
“I am the woman. I am the man. 

You. Who are you? 

I am the woman. I am the man. 

You. Who you are. 

I know. 

I am the woman. I am the man. 

You. 

The human I am. 

I know. 

Disintegrated I lie here 

Distilled of all my fluids 

of all my wonders 

of all my voices 

of all my lives. 

Vacant in the void of me. 

So 

Full 

Of 

Void. 

It has returned. I have been waiting. 

So I can remind it 

So it will remember 

So I can try 

If only 

To forget. 

Remember now. 

It shall remember now. 

I will be its mind 

I will be its thought 

I will be its dream. 



A monumental memory. 

Its new biology. 

I am  

The Human. All of it. Every aspect of it. So much. I am it so. I am so much the Human, that 

there is nothing else left for me to be. 

All my bodies 

All my souls 

All my eyes 

All my lips 

All my minds 

All my lives 

All my thighs 

All my arms 

All my fingers 

All my bones 

All my spines 

All my skulls 

All my muscles 

All my veins 

All my hearts 

All my feelings 

All my dreams 

All my bloods 

All my nerves 

All my skins 

All my hairs 

All my fleshes 

Ache. 

I am the aching Human. 

The reduced one. 

I was water once. Wholly. 



The great annihilation has long passed 

and now disemboweled 

uprooted 

I keep my dance. 

And so I sigh 

for all of me 

And so I sigh 

for all of us 

And so I sigh 

For it. 

I was water once. 

And then it graced me 

It came and vaporized me 

my organs 

my liquids 

my insides 

exploited wholly. 

By it. 

It came and never stopped. 

It came and brought the plague and decay. 

It came and reaped and reaped and reaped and reaped 

Until there was nothing left. 

And  

Black sand 

Instead of 

Water.  

It razed all the houses to the ground. All that took years and years to construct it flattened in a 

moment. 

It defiled all the temples and spat on holly grounds. It raped the statues and emptied its diseases 

on the gods. 

It took the heads of all the bishops ministers and priests and threw them in the sea. 



And gigantic waves of flies rose from the ocean and flooded the cities 

And buildings fell like paper in the winds 

And people ran in terror to escape 

for their lives 

for their loves 

for the other ones 

And the courts the laws the scripts folded on each other crashing from the inside 

And the earth cracked revealing its abyss letting out swarms and swarms of sorrow  

And the sky denied all the colors turning deepest black to welcome in disgust  

The new species. 

And families watching each other slowly die  

And hands held tightly in other hands warm soft loving turning into ash 

And eyes staring deep in other eyes watching their inside oceans blaze up 

And kisses wailing with violent screams 

And fathers watching their sons’ prime power nested between their legs being cut away 

mutilated and fed to them 

And they swallowed it whole and their damned insides filled with loving acid 

And mothers watching their daughters being torn to pieces and impaled by hard cold steel 

tearing their uterus apart 

And they bathed in it letting all anguish in accepting all the pain 

And elders being thrown out in the streets having their homes all their belongings inserted in 

their anuses and exploding from the inside 

And it rained old wrinkled skin and shrunken breasts 

And it rained fresh flesh and chopped down bones 

And the people 

And the houses 

And the streets 

And the trees 

And the squares 

And the castles 

And the most intimate of spaces 



Engulfed in brown and red 

A palette for the dead 

And fire rained from the sky consuming all the forests setting all lakes ablaze  

And masses of ground and molten earth drifted in the winds erupting as they went 

Fireworks all around 

And all the diseases of the gods left their disfigured corpses and spread around the world 

And unborn babies died inside their mothers who gave birth to decomposing tiny infants 

And women women women with their uteruses dug into plowed excavated by men men men 

dogs 

And everyone  

And everything 

All as one 

There was no difference anymore 

A final unity at last 

There were no lovers 

no fathers 

no siblings 

no mothers 

no leaders 

no slaves 

no torturers 

no mourners 

no builders 

no queens 

no strangers anymore. 

Knowingly familiarly they vanished. 

Slaughtered with no uniqueness 

A similar vast disease 

Tidal waves of murder 

and the familiar blood 

Unending violence and 



The catholic miasma. 

Black sand like everyone and everything and all. 

The air became a wound 

And deep moaning sounded from down below throughout the planet 

And it kept going and going and going 

Covering all other sound  

A deafening mourning for the race 

And then  

It 

He 

It 

With one swift movement 

One movement 

Launched itself inside the core 

The source of us 

Our source 

Inside life 

And with one swift movement 

It was enough 

Ended it. 

It 

He 

It  

The Final Beast. 

And 

Black sand 

Instead of 

All.” 

 


